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Looking back on the past year for our choir, I come first to our two major concerts,
A Song For The Asking with James Hill and Anne Davison last January, and Three
Chords and the Truth, our country show last May.
I was very proud of both these productions and I have had, and continue to receive,
positive feedback from audience members and friends. We learned and performed
an incredible amount of original, or newly arranged music to large and appreciative
audiences.
Many people put in a lot of extra effort to make these performances a success. I
especially thank our accompanist Kim Duca, and our bassist and multi instrumentalists Craig Jones and Tim Aylesworth, plus MANY other members
who jumped in on accordion, sax, flute, harp, mandolin, guitar, hand drums and
percussion – you name it! It was a huge year for varied musical involvement.
One new activity last year was having a volunteer men’s chorus perform for the
Ban Righ fundraiser in the fall, and a volunteer women’s chorus perform with the
Frontenac Women’s Choir in the spring. Both had great participation, were a LOT
of fun rehearsing and both performances were head -turning excellent. I want to
especially thank John Rosseel for creating the Ban Righ event and getting us
involved in it. These performances were highlights for me.
When I read a paper about Open Voices at the international academic symposium I
attended in July in St. John’s, Newfoundland, I focused my discussion on the
retreat process that Open Voices undertook last year. It is not always smooth
sailing for a group like ours, and there are many challenges. All organizations
need to occasionally take time to look at first principles, vision and mission, new
ideas and problem solving. I found out from feedback to my talk in St. John’s that
many choirs, world wide, face similar challenges to ours, and I had a lot of fun
bragging about the great participation, thoughtfulness and creative idea-sharing
that characterized our retreat. There was tremendous interest in this, from many
choir directors and board members attending the symposium.
The retreat we held informed my thoughts and practice deeply, so for me, this will
be a year for trying out some new ideas, and keeping open to the great energy and
intelligence that I found renewed in our choir last year.

Another very fun aspect of going to St. John’s Newfoundland for Festival 500 was
that our assistant director Janice came out too! When I walk up the aisle with
Janice, at the beginning of a concert, I know how lucky I am, and we are, to have
her. She is a perfect compliment to me, a very capable rehearsal leader and
conductor and a super positive energy for us. She participated to the MAX in St.
John’s and it was a blast. Our choir helped send Janice there, and I know that we
all will benefit from this.
Our ability to intake a few new members for this year launched our membership
process. This led to Wendy Christopher and I giving orientation sessions to about
30 interested new members in July. Then there was a pure lottery for two people
per section, and Wendy and I made all the phone calls to both the winners and the
people whose name did NOT get pulled out of the hat. I am very grateful to
Wendy for taking the board lead on this intake. It is a tough job, but we did it, and
we did it very fairly.
We had lots of gigs at group homes and nursing homes, lots of great parties and
social time, especially for me at the Portsmouth Tavern, two highly organized and
very involved Open Sings, a newly launched attractive and effective web site and
truly amazing member coffee houses on Wednesdays after performances. It’s
busy, but oh so worth it.
I would like to acknowledge our Board of Directors. This is a working board, and I
can assure members that your board is indeed VERY hard working. Board
meetings are full of animated and smart discussion about how we can make Open
Voices better, how we cam make it work, and how we can get the job done. Your
board works for YOU, and they keep me in line. I can tell you that they also work
for me and on many, many occasions last year offered me advice, ideas and
information that allowed me to focus on doing what I do to the best of my ability. I
sincerely thank each of our board of directors.
Finally, I look out to our wonderful Open Voices Choir, more or less 120 people.
For me, when the chips are down, it comes to music. This is a good choir, really a
GREAT choir. We sing well, with power and expression. We entertain, with
energy and risk-taking (that usually pays off!) We rehearse hard, with staggering
music learning. I thank you for your continued loyalty to our mission, your voices,
your effort and your sincere desire to be the best that WE can be.

